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Berkley Prime Crime, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Springtime in Fort Connor, Colorado, is a breeze until a veteran con man shows
up in town. Everyone--including the House of Lambspun knitters--is up in arms, and once again it s
up to Kelly Flynn to untangle the threads of a complicated crime. Years ago Jared Rizzoli operated
a Ponzi scheme that defrauded countless Fort Connor residents--including Barbara, one of the shop
s knitters. Jared went to jail for his crime, but after being released for good behavior, he s back to
ruin more lives. When Jared is found dead in his car outside of Lambspun, Barbara becomes a
prime suspect, much to the shock of the knitting community. Kelly and her friends now need to sort
through a long list of fleeced suspects to pin the crime on the true killer.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel

Thorough manual! Its this kind of excellent study. It really is writter in straightforward terms and never di icult to understand. I am very happy to inform
you that this is basically the very best pdf we have read through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Ar no Sa uer  Sr .-- Dr . Ar no Sa uer  Sr .
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